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Kellyanne Conway continues to be a factory for a mind-boggling combination of
ridiculous nonsense and terrifying nonsense. On Fox News Sunday,
(http://www.foxnews.com/transcript/2017/01/29/kellyanne-conway-on-president-
trump-ambitious-agenda-sen-dick-durbin-on/) Donald Trump’s top non-Ivanka woman
assailed the media for pointing out that last week she described blatant lies as
“alternative facts”—gosh, why would that draw notice, especially when it’s such a
perfect statement of how your boss plans to govern?—then launched into a rant about
how media figures who criticized Trump should be fired:

Not one network person has been let go. Not one silly political analyst
and pundit who talked smack all day long about Donald Trump has
been let go. They are on panels every Sunday. They’re on cable news
every day.  

Yeah, funny, being critical of a political candidate—even of the president—is not a
firing offense in a country with a free press. Which the United States still technically is,
though apparently not for long if Conway gets her way. I mean, she really thinks
people should be fired for having insulted the man in the tackily gilded tower.

Who’s the first editorial -- the first blogger that will be left out that
embarrassed his or her outlet? We know all their names. I’m too polite
to call them by name. But they know who they are, and they’re all
wondering, will I be the first to go?

The election was three months ago. None of them have been let go.
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There are lots of reasons to fire lots of cable pundits, but pointing out what Donald
Trump is? Not one of them. Then maybe, just maybe, Conway realized she’d gone a
little too far and tried to sound righteous. All of this, by the way, is part of one epic
rant, not responses to a series of different questions:

And yet we deal with him every single day. We turn the other cheek. If
you are part of team Trump, you walk around with these gaping,
seeping wounds every single day, and that's fine. I believe in a full and
fair press.  

I’m here every Sunday morning. I haven't slept in a month. I believe in
a full and fair press. 

Notice she doesn’t say she believes in a free press, but a “full and fair” one, whatever
that means. Fair to Trump, as Trump sees it? But mostly, here’s a statement that
requires more than the world’s tiniest violin. We need the world’s tiniest symphony
playing a requiem for poor Kellyanne and her gaping, seeping wounds and lack of
sleep. 

The amount of whining and weakness here is astonishing. If you are part of team
Trump, you are participating in keeping people out of the country on the basis of their
religion (and failure to come from a country where Donald Trump does business), you
are working to strip health insurance from tens of millions of people, you are pushing
white supremacy and misogyny and bigotry … but let’s talk about your gaping, seeping
wounds from some cable pundits saying mean things about your boss, in an election in
which CNN specifically hired pro-Trump pundits to wax adulatory about everything he
said and did.

This is pathetic. Except that the threat to the country that this mindset represents can’t
be underestimated.
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i think kellyanne is having trouble with being in the spotlight
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and the more nasty and insane she gets the more her face seems to turn into a leather
handbag that fell off a truck and spent several years sitting in a road side salt bath created
by road ice treatments. can’t trump and mercer put together enough cash to have her
face replaced with that of water buffalo’s ass. and along the way maybe have trump’s face
transplanted onto his ass so he could both defecate and lie to us at the same time?
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Notice that when Conway gets rattled, she starts using her hands. This should be
the tell to anyone interviewing her.
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I noticed that at the end of her “alternative facts” speech last week, too.
Once her hands start moving, keep pushing the question!
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Really? Can we leave these kind of bullshit insults to women-hating trolls on
Breitbart?
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No need to insult her appearance. Her soul is ugly enough.
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Please do not insult people’s looks.
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yeah I apologize I just was overcome with evil for a moment there
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I know. I too am overcome sometimes.
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   And “gaping, seeping wounds,”  My,  O  My.
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I see how you got your handle :-o
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Yeah, she looks bad. If she hasn’t slept in a month, what will she look like in
another year? God, I wish the media would stop interviewing the “mother of lies.”
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As we say in Alabama, if you can't run with the big dogs, stay on the porch.
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We say that in SC, too.
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Yep. If i said She looks like shit, I'd be complementing her.
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Can’t be fooled again.
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I think she's having trouble keeping up the pretense that she's a human being.
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Could be she and others in the regime are facing something more complicated
than a free press.

If you are part of team Trump, you walk around with these
gaping, seeping wounds every single day

Sounds like an infection of some virulent type, maybe even antibacterial
resistant. Amendment 25 could end their suffering in short order, excise the
disease and save the patient, our Constitution. NotMyPresident!
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I also tire of the ad feminem attacks on Kellyanne Conway. My golden rule book
says love the sinner, hate the sin, not the other way around.

Rest assured there’s enough sinnin’ going on to surfeit all but the most jaded of
conoisseurs. Much more useful is to paint the picture in large detail and small,
showing the harm done to real people.
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Meh. I think the hits on her looks are on the sexist side, but I feel no
compunction to love her. I hate them all. Fortunately, for them hate is
just a feeling in my heart and will do no harm to them.  We need to stop
policing people’s feelings. Let’s focus on the evil (or good) that people
actually DO.

... 
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I posted this back when she started her hate on any critics of Herr Trump, post election.   I
hope an oldy, but goody.   Asking for critics to be fired,….for heaven sake KAC, read the
Constitution you held your hand up for, it starts with the 1st Amendment…   Which you
might ponder why the Founding Fathers made it the 1st.

www.dailykos.com/… (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/11/14/1598614/-Open-
Response-to-KellyAnne-s-brush-with-Suppression)

It starts.

Note to KellyAnne and your Boss (President Elect):

As a former Marine, I will not be told to "grow-up, give your "President"
respect, kiss his ring, bow down" or otherwise. That is not the America I
grew up in, fought for, or defended the CONSTITUTION for.    

He has not done one thing yet to EARN the respect of leadership of this
country - Besides promise hate of other, and fear mongering.  
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Her fascist side is showing.
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She is so tempted to scuttle under a baseboard when that light turns on.
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JOIN US ON THE FRONT LINES. YOU WILL BE AMAZED AS TO HOW OUTRAGE AND LOVE CAN COME FORTH
IN EQUAL MEASURE. SFO YESTERDAY.
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Flagged for spamming us with this image.
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I wasn’t sure if this was a flaggable thing, so thank you. He seems to be just
dropping it into diaries without having even read them to see if it’s appropriate.
DBAD for sure.
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How do I flag this for spam?
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You’re too new. A user must have “Trusted User” status.

It will come to you as you spend time here and play well with the rest of
us.
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Thanks for the answer.  Flag it for me then, ok?
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Normally I don’t flag, but 50 comments with the same
photo is pushing it way too far. The guy’s got to show
some restraint.

... 
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Could me one of several infiltrators mapping
the networks here on the DailyKos. Or
perhaps more likely: someone just begging
for the attention his mother never gave him.
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We’re in distress & I’m sure
timehascometoday is voicing their best way
of  saying it.
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That’s not flaggable for spam. He’s not trying to sell you something. Just
a little over enthused with the picture.
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I have been around here a long time but some nuances are still unclear to me.
what about this makes it spam? is the person trying to sell something, if so what?
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He is posting it in most diaries, sometimes multiple times. Check the
recent list and you’ll see it over and over again.  It seems to make no
difference to him if it’s relevant or not. 
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Check his comments. He’s used the same picture like 50 times.
Ridiculous. 
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so there is no discernable point like trying to sell something?
just crazy behavior….really odd
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I enjoyed your picture the first 10 or 15 times. After that it got old and ceased to add to
any of the discussions today. After 50 postings, it’s really time to give it a rest! 
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Cue the Terror Alert System (https://mikk2.wordpress.com/2017/01/29/the-terror-of-their-ways/)!
Level Blue!
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Saw her called Pinocchio Rose. I think it fits.
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I accessorized Alternative Facts Conway with Pinocchio in a recent poster
(https://mikk2.wordpress.com/2017/01/28/angry-turds/).
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That's brilliant work!

Why such reticence as not to share it with us here?

Def deserves to be seen.
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Thanks smartalek. No reticence here. I post links to my blog
here all the time. If you’d like, you can sign up there to get an
email when a new post is published. I’d be happy to have you
visit! 
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Prefer Pinocchio Barbie but either is appropriate.
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Pinocchio Rose is a much darker label (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Tokyo_Rose) (although, historically speaking, perhaps too kind
(http://time.com/3667057/tokyo-rose/) to Conway).

... 
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That is fantastic! I’m stealing that.
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When it comes to despicable, a synonym could very well be “Conway”.
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Kelley Anne, meet Harry Truman's kitchen. May I suggest you get the hell out of it because you sure
can't take the heat.
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Much better if she stays there and continues to melt.
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Heat won’t melt her, it takes water, I think.
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Cruel, cruel world!

... 
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Well, at least until her face starts to melt. No wonder Melania is staying in NYC.

I mean if it’s getting hot enough in the WH for the plastic to melt, a lot of the
Trump women are screwed.
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May I suggest you get the hell out of it because you sure can't take the
heat.

And it’s especially bizarre considering the negative things she said about Trump when she
was working for Cruz.  Hearing them replayed now she sounded then a lot like the pundits
she now is whining about.
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Hypocrisy:

A feature, not a bug, for Publicans.

Can you name a current Publican without it?

I sure can't.
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Would love to see a cut-up juxtaposing then and now. Wish I had the time... Hey!
Daily Show! Right up your alley!
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 I haven't slept in a month.

Lay off the blow. Just a thought.
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She's biting her nails like crazy.
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With some of the fascist terms she uses, I imagine her snorting speed with Bannon while
he indoctrinates her on fascism. The references to wounds sounds a lot like fascist
concept of actually bleeding for the homeland.
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Jan 29 · 05:56:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65325410#comment_65325410)

1 Recommend

Just look at the muscles on her jaw. 





(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) looty Jan 29 · 04:56:10 PM (/comments/1627100/65324510#comment_65324510)

5 Recommend

Go get some sleep, angel.I’ll watch things for ya. Trust me .

Seriously, though. Reading above the fold, it crossed my mind, ‘sounds like a bunch of
ice-heads talking high concepts’. Having lived this long, I hope to be around when they
autopsy this bunch of “exceptional” brains.


TM



(/user/Linda in Ohio)

[new]


Linda in Ohio (/user/Linda in Ohio) looty

Jan 29 · 05:48:31 PM (/comments/1627100/65325289#comment_65325289)

3 Recommend

She actually said “I haven’t slept in in a month.” Because yeah, every other mother (or
father) of 4 in America gets to sleep in on Sunday mornings, but poor poor KellyAnne has
to go be on TV with mean mean people!





(/user/Elwood Dowd)

[new]


Elwood Dowd (/user/Elwood Dowd) Jan 29 · 03:38:45 PM (/comments/1627100/65323199#comment_65323199)

59 Recommend

Not ONE person who snickered at my Ambassador to Toyland outfit has been beheaded.  It’s a
disgrace.



(/user/mjd in florida)

[new]


mjd in florida (/user/mjd in florida) Elwood Dowd

Jan 29 · 03:44:04 PM (/comments/1627100/65323275#comment_65323275)

21 Recommend

I thought she was copying the outfit of her high school drum major.





(/user/billmosby)

[new]


billmosby (/user/billmosby) Elwood Dowd

Jan 29 · 03:44:19 PM (/comments/1627100/65323279#comment_65323279)
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22 Recommend

Actually, from one angle, she looked a little bit like (http://www.trbimg.com/img-58824ad7
/turbine/la-lochoa-1484933904-snap-photo/2000) the Travelocity gnome. I just wish she
would head off to some secluded beach somewhere and take a 4-year vacation or
something.



(/user/nonnie9999)

[new]


nonnie9999 (/user/nonnie9999) billmosby

Jan 29 · 03:49:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65323379#comment_65323379)

18 Recommend

This one (https://pbs.twimg.com/media/C25rHc0VEAAd9ox.jpg) was the best!  I
laugh every time I see it.





(/user/Elwood Dowd)

[new]


Elwood Dowd (/user/Elwood Dowd) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 03:51:46 PM (/comments/1627100/65323432#comment_65323432)

7 Recommend

ha ha ha HAAA ha!





(/user/Godetia)

[new]


Godetia (/user/Godetia) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 03:54:21 PM (/comments/1627100/65323478#comment_65323478)

51 Recommend

There you go.





(/user/nonnie9999)

[new]


nonnie9999 (/user/nonnie9999) Godetia

Jan 29 · 03:58:33 PM (/comments/1627100/65323565#comment_65323565)

6 Recommend

Thanks Godetia! 





(/user/Godetia)

[new]


Godetia (/user/Godetia) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 04:01:58 PM (/comments/1627100

/65323641#comment_65323641)

7 Recommend

My pleasure. Thanks for it!





(/user/joniworx)

[new]


joniworx (/user/joniworx) Godetia

Jan 29 · 06:20:01 PM (/comments/1627100/65325733#comment_65325733)

1 Recommend

Giggling, I hadn’t seen that one :)





[new]
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(/user/artygirl) artygirl (/user/artygirl) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 04:58:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65324548#comment_65324548)

4 Recommend

Love!





(/user/murrayewv)

[new]


murrayewv (/user/murrayewv) billmosby

Jan 29 · 03:51:13 PM (/comments/1627100/65323414#comment_65323414)

4 Recommend

You are a nicer person than me.





(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) Elwood Dowd

Jan 29 · 04:58:44 PM (/comments/1627100/65324554#comment_65324554)

7 Recommend

Okay, looks are off-limits, but fashion sense is Fair Game. One other commenter nailed it
the day that outfit appeared: she obviously doesn’t have any gay friends.





(/user/Elwood Dowd)

[new]


Elwood Dowd (/user/Elwood Dowd) jakebob

Jan 29 · 05:05:45 PM (/comments/1627100/65324655#comment_65324655)

3 Recommend

I agree, we’re in territory that deserves a little extra care.

In my defense: I think I would have snickered at Sean Spicer in that outfit too.





(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) Jan 29 · 03:39:11 PM (/comments/1627100/65323204#comment_65323204)

39 Recommend

Did Putin tell Conway-the POTUS’s spokesperson,  to ignore the First Amendment and demand
“abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press”…?? Because, that sure sounds exactly like that’s
what she’s doing.  She needs to be called out on her hatred of the US Constitution. 



(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) kurious Jan 29 · 04:12:40 PM (/comments/1627100/65323821#comment_65323821)

17 Recommend

Can’t what to see what happens to Kellyanne Conway when one of her “silly political
analysts” (thinking of Kurt Eichenwald) wins the Pulitzer Prize for Journalism. That should
really send her off her rocker into an even crazier rant. And she will probably also declare
that the Pultizer Prizes should be shut down for being “silly” as well. Can’t wait for the next
Pulitzers.





(/user/Stuart Shaffer)

[new]


Stuart Shaffer (/user/Stuart Shaffer) Jan 29 · 03:40:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65323221#comment_65323221)

24 Recommend

Keep her talking.



(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) Stuart Shaffer

Jan 29 · 03:45:02 PM (/comments/1627100/65323296#comment_65323296)

24 Recommend

Yup. A KellyAnne Talkathon. She is sure to spill the Mein Kampf reference sooner or later.





(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) OregonOak

Jan 29 · 03:55:14 PM (/comments/1627100/65323498#comment_65323498)

14 Recommend

Or speak in the original Russian.
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(/user/greenbird)

[new]


greenbird (/user/greenbird) Jan 29 · 03:41:06 PM (/comments/1627100/65323229#comment_65323229)

4 Recommend

can we get muppettes for this administration ?



(/user/Alf513)

[new]


Alf513 (/user/Alf513) greenbird Jan 29 · 03:42:35 PM (/comments/1627100/65323252#comment_65323252)

13 Recommend

don’t disgrace the muppets with that




(/user/strek)

[new]


strek (/user/strek) greenbird Jan 29 · 05:23:20 PM (/comments/1627100/65324886#comment_65324886)

1 Recommend

No way — Beaker would for sure get blown up and he’s my favorite.




(/user/Van Buren)

[new]


Van Buren (/user/Van Buren) Jan 29 · 03:41:07 PM (/comments/1627100/65323230#comment_65323230)

52 Recommend

Man, things sure would have been different the last 8 years if everybody who criticized Obama on
TV got fired.



(/user/Rogue Evildoer)

[new]


Rogue Evildoer (/user/Rogue Evildoer) Jan 29 · 03:42:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65323243#comment_65323243)

31 Recommend

Only a month?? Kellyanne Eyebags™ looks like she hasn’t slept since the Eisenhower
administration… o_O



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) Rogue Evildoer

Jan 29 · 03:47:44 PM (/comments/1627100/65323342#comment_65323342)

9 Recommend

ROFL!! 

Dammit you owe me a new keyboard. 





(/user/Rogue Evildoer)

[new]


Rogue Evildoer (/user/Rogue Evildoer) CyberMindGrrl

Jan 29 · 04:13:52 PM (/comments/1627100/65323842#comment_65323842)

3 Recommend

Okie dokie… gimme a sec to pry off the ‘T’ key, though :D





(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) Rogue Evildoer

Jan 29 · 03:59:19 PM (/comments/1627100/65323582#comment_65323582)

7 Recommend

the eyebag shaming around here is terrible





(/user/Rogue Evildoer)

[new]


Rogue Evildoer (/user/Rogue Evildoer) memofromturner

Jan 29 · 04:10:47 PM (/comments/1627100/65323792#comment_65323792)

Sorry, it wasn’t intended as shaming — she really does look like she’s been
without sleep for a significant amount of time**, and the comment was directed
at the exceptional nature of that appearance, not to disparage her for having the
ordinary eyebags that we all either have or will have at some point.

**Though, true to form, I think a ‘a month’ is not biologically feasible and
therefore… gasp… untrue. 
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4 Recommend

(/user/cheminMD)

[new]


cheminMD (/user/cheminMD) memofromturner

Jan 29 · 04:18:54 PM (/comments/1627100/65323922#comment_65323922)

4 Recommend

This reminds me of a joke I usually reserve for Chuck Todd:

An older woman who has frequently visited her plastic surgeon is
finally told she has only one option left, the dial-a-lift. This device
consists of a dial implanted in the back of the head. One small
turn and everything tightens up, but the doc warns her, only turn
it a small amount and only when you absolutely need it. She goes
for the surgery and has a follow-up visit a couple weeks later.

Woman: At first it worked really well, but recently I've had these
bags under my eye.

Doc: Those aren't bags, those are you're nipples.

Woman: Oh, well, I guess that explains the goatee.

I’m having trouble with any pictures of Chuck Todd or Kellyann Conway. What I’ve
learned is don’t think of them as bags under her eyes, just nipples. 





(/user/sams mom)

[new]


sams mom (/user/sams mom) Rogue Evildoer

Jan 29 · 05:49:10 PM (/comments/1627100/65325300#comment_65325300)

0 Recommend

Actually in my opinion, her face really looks more like she wore out at least four other
bodies. /s





(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) Jan 29 · 03:42:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65323249#comment_65323249)

50 Recommend

attribution: Pinteres



(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) LamontCranston

Jan 29 · 03:46:20 PM (/comments/1627100/65323321#comment_65323321)

13 Recommend

Ewwww… UGH. THAT is the very definition of Terra. I may not sleep now until they are
safely in Leavenworth Fed Institution for the Militarily Insane.





(/user/Meteor Blades)

[new]


Meteor Blades (/user/Meteor Blades) LamontCranston

Jan 29 · 03:47:13 PM (/comments/1627100/65323338#comment_65323338)

19 Recommend

Mädchen in Uniform. 
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(/user/annieli)
[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) Meteor Blades

Jan 29 · 04:01:31 PM (/comments/1627100/65323634#comment_65323634)

13 Recommend





(/user/smartalek)

[new]


smartalek (/user/smartalek) annieli

Jan 29 · 04:45:41 PM (/comments/1627100/65324362#comment_65324362)

5 Recommend

"offensive AND shocking"

Well, that's a start, anyway.





(/user/StillAmused)

[new]


StillAmused (/user/StillAmused) LamontCranston

Jan 29 · 03:50:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65323399#comment_65323399)

6 Recommend

AAAaaarrggghhh...





(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) LamontCranston

Jan 29 · 03:54:44 PM (/comments/1627100/65323486#comment_65323486)

7 Recommend

that is not fair! she never wears braids! i call foul!





(/user/sunbro)

[new]


sunbro (/user/sunbro) LamontCranston

Jan 29 · 04:22:39 PM (/comments/1627100/65323976#comment_65323976)

3 Recommend

Adolf Hitler, channeling Donald Trump:

An Angry Adolf Hitler





(/user/Febble)

[new]


Febble (/user/Febble) Jan 29 · 03:43:40 PM (/comments/1627100/65323263#comment_65323263)

16 Recommend

They are cracking up. 



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Febble

Jan 29 · 03:54:24 PM (/comments/1627100/65323479#comment_65323479)
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13 Recommend

On day 9.

I really think he might break Garfield’s record. 199 days in office.



(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) bridgetc57

Jan 29 · 03:56:35 PM (/comments/1627100/65323522#comment_65323522)

5 Recommend

Wasn’t there one, Tippicanoe or someone like that who died of illness within a
month, sometime in the 1840’s?





(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Christy1947

Jan 29 · 03:58:56 PM (/comments/1627100/65323572#comment_65323572)

9 Recommend

William Henry Harrison — 31 days. 

I think about him but I can’t really believe we could get rid of this joke
before March.





(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) bridgetc57

Jan 29 · 05:18:06 PM (/comments/1627100/65324813#comment_65324813)

3 Recommend

March 15 is traditional for deposing tyrants. The cherry
blossoms will be a riot of red & white.





(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Jan 29 · 03:44:04 PM (/comments/1627100/65323274#comment_65323274)

7 Recommend

Full and fair press. Like a guest would get on the old Tonight Show.



(/user/Craig234)

[new]


Craig234 (/user/Craig234) Jan 29 · 03:44:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65323283#comment_65323283)

16 Recommend

“I haven't slept in a month.”  

Is lying like this a trump team initiation like killing someone is for some gangs?



(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) Craig234

Jan 29 · 05:21:10 PM (/comments/1627100/65324859#comment_65324859)

1 Recommend

just the public part. Even Donald’s smart phone is impounded when they do the Stomping
of the Kittens.





(/user/sams mom)

[new]


sams mom (/user/sams mom) Craig234

Jan 29 · 05:53:27 PM (/comments/1627100/65325365#comment_65325365)

1 Recommend

Is she possibly lying awake at night and not being able to sleep because she realized she
will not be going t heaven after all?





(/user/Meteor Blades)

[new]


Meteor Blades (/user/Meteor Blades) Jan 29 · 03:46:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65323317#comment_65323317)

51 Recommend

So, Kellyanne hasn’t slept in a month? Maybe she could tool on over to National Airport and sleep
on the floor with people waiting for detained family members to be released.



[new]
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(/user/samanthab)
samanthab (/user/samanthab) Meteor Blades

Jan 29 · 03:59:39 PM (/comments/1627100/65323592#comment_65323592)

19 Recommend

The NYT transcript quotes her as saying she “hasn’t slept in in months”. I think she’s
complaining that she had to do her job.





(/user/Arilca Mockingbird)

[new]


Arilca Mockingbird (/user/Arilca Mockingbird) Meteor Blades

Jan 29 · 04:14:50 PM (/comments/1627100/65323864#comment_65323864)

16 Recommend

If the networks and cable news had any heart they would cease to invite her onto their
shows so the poor dear could get some sleep.





(/user/smartalek)

[new]


smartalek (/user/smartalek) Arilca Mockingbird

Jan 29 · 04:47:30 PM (/comments/1627100/65324390#comment_65324390)

4 Recommend

Heartless beasts, to do abuse her!





(/user/Meteor Blades)

[new]


Meteor Blades (/user/Meteor Blades) Arilca Mockingbird

Jan 29 · 06:23:52 PM (/comments/1627100/65325804#comment_65325804)

0 Recommend

lol.





(/user/Godetia)

[new]


Godetia (/user/Godetia) Jan 29 · 03:46:56 PM (/comments/1627100/65323332#comment_65323332)

23 Recommend

What does this mean? That they try to ignore his bombasts?

And yet we deal with him every single day. We turn the other cheek.



(/user/stagemom)

[new]


stagemom (/user/stagemom) Godetia

Jan 29 · 03:48:56 PM (/comments/1627100/65323362#comment_65323362)

11 Recommend

bless her heart!  but, i don’t think it’s cheeks, per se.  more like cold shoulder.





(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Godetia

Jan 29 · 03:49:56 PM (/comments/1627100/65323387#comment_65323387)

19 Recommend

Good point. Does she mean that Kellyanne’s asking for an intervention with her boss since
he’s so looney tunes?





(/user/biryanifan)

[new]


biryanifan (/user/biryanifan) Godetia

Jan 29 · 03:56:00 PM (/comments/1627100/65323512#comment_65323512)

23 Recommend

I can't parse it any other way.

I think it's a Freudian slip, sort of... not exactly a mispronounced word; but a clear
admission that he's hard to deal with even for his team.

Interesting to see, but no pity here.





(/user/WestCoastFranky)

[new]
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Jan 29 · 04:59:10 PM (/comments/1627100/65324564#comment_65324564)

6 Recommend

Jumped out at me too. Does he berat his staff? Can't imagine.



(/user/greenbird)

[new]


greenbird (/user/greenbird) Jan 29 · 03:47:02 PM (/comments/1627100/65323334#comment_65323334)

15 Recommend

“slept in in a month.

but still: boo. hoo. hoo.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) Jan 29 · 03:47:08 PM (/comments/1627100/65323335#comment_65323335)

36 Recommend

Oh noes! Goebbels Barbie is angry, ANGRY I tell you! People need to be FIRED for criticizing Dear
Leader!

OH HELL NO, HONEY. This is STILL a democracy whether or not you like it, and we are STILL
allowed to criticize your boss who is NOT the CEO of America, inc. You people work for US, NOT the
other way around! So get stuffed, sit and spin, and go to your room without any supper because
you are BAD. BAD Kellyanne, BAD! 



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) CyberMindGrrl

Jan 29 · 03:49:15 PM (/comments/1627100/65323369#comment_65323369)

15 Recommend

Baghdad Barbie. It makes everyone realize what a joke she is.





(/user/AR2)

[new]


AR2 (/user/AR2) CyberMindGrrl Jan 29 · 05:23:49 PM (/comments/1627100/65324892#comment_65324892)

3 Recommend

Start referring to Drumpf as a civil servant.  It'll drive him crazy--he's not a servant,
dammit!  Kneel before your king, peasant!--and it's true.





(/user/tcinaz)

[new]


tcinaz (/user/tcinaz) Jan 29 · 03:47:52 PM (/comments/1627100/65323347#comment_65323347)

21 Recommend

People who are conflicted about who their children believe them to be as opposed to who they
know they will eventually be exposed to be should have trouble sleeping at night. Pretending to be
a devout Catholic to her children while working for a self-professed pussy grabber should create
plenty of conflict for Leni...er Kellyanne.



(/user/buffie)

[new]


buffie (/user/buffie) Jan 29 · 03:48:26 PM (/comments/1627100/65323353#comment_65323353)

11 Recommend

The photo of her today on-air was ghastly-her makeup looked like it had been spread on with a
trowel. Perhaps she’s having a Dorian Gray episode where her bare complexion displays the results
of the lies and hate she so eagerly spews forth each day. Goebbels had a horrid visage.



(/user/stagemom)

[new]


stagemom (/user/stagemom) buffie

Jan 29 · 03:50:09 PM (/comments/1627100/65323391#comment_65323391)

7 Recommend

i’m sure trump told her to fluff herself up a bit, before he called her a name.  just like he
told bannon to put on a suit.





(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Jan 29 · 03:48:41 PM (/comments/1627100/65323356#comment_65323356)

Well, we didn’t fire any of them when they repeated the freaking nonsense that Obama was born in
Kenya.

Obama didn’t even SUE the SOB who kept repeating that nonsense up until what June or August of
2016. 
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18 Recommend

What was his name again? Oh, right, Putin’s bitch & Kellyanne’s whipping boy. How does that
woman get the taste of crap out of her mouth?



(/user/Seattle Guy)

[new]


Seattle Guy (/user/Seattle Guy) Jan 29 · 03:49:25 PM (/comments/1627100/65323373#comment_65323373)

20 Recommend

I’m really beginning to wonder which one of the “oval office” crowd is going to have a nervous
breakdown first.



(/user/nonnie9999)

[new]


nonnie9999 (/user/nonnie9999) Seattle Guy

Jan 29 · 03:53:24 PM (/comments/1627100/65323459#comment_65323459)

15 Recommend

My money is on Sean Spicer. That is, if an aneurysm doesn’t get him first. 





(/user/Camussie)

[new]


Camussie (/user/Camussie) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 03:58:44 PM (/comments/1627100/65323568#comment_65323568)

14 Recommend

My money is on him too.  He is part of the “establishment” Rs in the White House
but has to take his orders from Bannon. 





(/user/BJT)

[new]


BJT (/user/BJT) nonnie9999

Jan 29 · 05:27:54 PM (/comments/1627100/65324949#comment_65324949)

5 Recommend

Or a blocked intestine. He swallows whole 2.5 packs of Orbit gum before noon
each day.





(/user/nonnie9999)

[new]


nonnie9999 (/user/nonnie9999) BJT

Jan 29 · 06:09:50 PM (/comments/1627100/65325606#comment_65325606)

1 Recommend

I thought Sean was just talking out of his ass. Turns out he’s been
blowing bubbles!





(/user/DoobsDibbler)

[new]


DoobsDibbler (/user/DoobsDibbler) Jan 29 · 03:49:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65323377#comment_65323377)

12 Recommend

How much does a soul cost these days Kellyanne?



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) DoobsDibbler

Jan 29 · 03:53:26 PM (/comments/1627100/65323460#comment_65323460)

7 Recommend

How is she going to explain this BS she spouts every day to her kids? “I  know I said lying is
bad but it’s mommie’s job so it’s okay when it’s mommie’s job.”





(/user/Krotor)

[new]


Krotor (/user/Krotor) DoobsDibbler

Jan 29 · 04:06:08 PM (/comments/1627100/65323711#comment_65323711)

3 Recommend

Normally one like hers would be pretty pricey being that it's never been used. On the
other hand, it's not much of one, so miniscule it would be easy to lose.





[new]
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(/user/StillAmused) StillAmused (/user/StillAmused) Jan 29 · 03:49:51 PM (/comments/1627100/65323385#comment_65323385)

16 Recommend

Appears the full-bore pathology of the Orange Gasbag  is contagious… where the liar-for-hire was
initially just grating, screechy and uniformly offensive, Conway has now made it around the bend
into the region of free-form pathology.

Keep rearranging the deck chairs, serpent… the iceberg approaches.



(/user/tkprog)

[new]


tkprog (/user/tkprog) Jan 29 · 03:50:13 PM (/comments/1627100/65323393#comment_65323393)

16 Recommend

She’s in over her head.   “Gaping, seeping wounds...”  ??  

What, those millions he paid you to help get him installed is suddenly not looking like enough?   I
guess it IS hard to put a price on your soul.   Nevertheless, you did, and you did your job — so stop
with the whining, already, just because the “not crazy” people of the press aren’t throwing daisies
at you.  

Grow a pair!    Bigly,



(/user/Joker2101)

[new]


Joker2101 (/user/Joker2101) tkprog

Jan 29 · 04:28:23 PM (/comments/1627100/65324061#comment_65324061)

4 Recommend

Perhaps this is the American Carnage Trumpsky wants to stop.

“Gaping, seeping wounds...”





(/user/Roger Mexico)

[new]


Roger Mexico (/user/Roger Mexico) Jan 29 · 03:50:20 PM (/comments/1627100/65323397#comment_65323397)

17 Recommend

She is primed and paid for free press suppression. This is a warning signal. She needs to be taken
out of the equation, non-violently, by relentless criticism, humiliation, muckraking,and if possible
indictment and prosecution. Hear me, Kellyanne? Skunk. Liar. Shill. Propogandist. Horrorshow.
Someone needs to rake up your filth and expose you, bigtime. Nazi mouthpiece. [Just in case any
concern trolls are here, we have crossed the bridge into calling Nazis what they are.]



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Roger Mexico

Jan 29 · 03:52:21 PM (/comments/1627100/65323444#comment_65323444)

8 Recommend

Baghdad Barbie. Crocodile mouth.





(/user/ivabign)

[new]


ivabign (/user/ivabign) Jan 29 · 03:50:31 PM (/comments/1627100/65323401#comment_65323401)

17 Recommend

Nobody is wondering “if they will be the next to go” when they criticize the Orange One. They
hopefully are beginning to realize that ratings are less vital to the nation than the truth. No one
should get fired for speaking the truth — not here, not now, not ever.



(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) ivabign

Jan 29 · 04:36:30 PM (/comments/1627100/65324195#comment_65324195)

6 Recommend

It’s also quite possible that it’s starting to dawn on them that — in this situation, at least —
they don’t even have to choose. Truth will get better ratings.





(/user/FiredUpInCA)

[new]


FiredUpInCA (/user/FiredUpInCA) Jan 29 · 03:51:21 PM (/comments/1627100/65323417#comment_65323417)
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If you are part of team Trump, you walk around with these gaping, seeping wounds
every single day.

Legal residents of the United States being harassed, detained and banned. A mosque is set on fire
after this Executive order targeting Muslims was signed. There has been an uptick in hate crimes,
because of “team Trump.” 

But she has the unmitigated gall to claim they are the true victims here.

I know she’s trolling but this is sick and twisted trolling given the context of people who are actually
victimized by the rhetoric and policies coming from this President.



(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) FiredUpInCA

Jan 29 · 04:02:18 PM (/comments/1627100/65323650#comment_65323650)

14 Recommend

She needs readers and listeners to believe she is a True Believer and in pain because of
the ‘lies’ and mean words said about her boss, rather than the shill dispensing lies and
bigotry in bulk herself,  wounding others as she complains herself to be wounded, and no
matter how queasy it makes her in private.

If she had to admit it.  . . . this pity seeking device to avoid it says the day of reckoning can
be seen bumping around on her personal horizon and she is now fighting it off because
she will never again get so prominent a gig, and is realizing just how bad she will look for
the rest of time if she sticks with it.





(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) Christy1947

Jan 29 · 04:20:11 PM (/comments/1627100/65323940#comment_65323940)

9 Recommend

and she is now fighting it off because she will never again get so
prominent a gig, and is realizing just how bad she will look for the
rest of time if she sticks with it.

Nope. She’s realizing just how bad she will look for the rest if her effing
life because of what she has done in the past 4 months or so.  She sold her soul
for pennies on the Donald Dollar, and now she’s whining because she no longer
casts a shadow or has an image in the mirror.  Oh boo hoo.  ��������������😈





(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) FiredUpInCA

Jan 29 · 05:27:12 PM (/comments/1627100/65324937#comment_65324937)

4 Recommend

The classic abuser / victim reversal maneuver.





(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Jan 29 · 03:51:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65323421#comment_65323421)

21 Recommend

Baghdad Barbie, 

You haven’t slept in a month because you realize you’re working for a lunatic and you’re enabling
the destruction of the US Constitution. 

If you were working for decent people, you’d sleep like a baby.

But choosing to work for him? That’s your problem.

Getting rid of both of you? That’s our problem.



(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) Jan 29 · 03:51:39 PM (/comments/1627100/65323428#comment_65323428)

trump was created and sustained by the corporate media for the express purpose of making more
money...they NEVER thought he’d win, but they rightly surmised he would provide the best
ratings…

well, that part of the story is finished, and mega-ratings can now only be found in the spectacular
implosion and unbelievably dramatic flame-out of the “rapist-monster president”…

sorry, smellyanne — live by the press, die by the press
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(/user/barbara by the bay)

[new]


barbara by the bay (/user/barbara by the bay)

Jan 29 · 03:52:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65323446#comment_65323446)

13 Recommend

These trump people all think the press and the American public should bow down before them.
Such self-deluded entitled assholes...every one of them.



(/user/grapeslick)

[new]


grapeslick (/user/grapeslick) Jan 29 · 03:53:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65323453#comment_65323453)

5 Recommend

No shit she hasn’t slept in a month. Man, what a wreck.



(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) Jan 29 · 03:53:13 PM (/comments/1627100/65323455#comment_65323455)

12 Recommend

She has spent too much time at Fox being worshipped, and now knows what it felt like to be
Obama and his, and does not like it and does not think it is fair when done to her.



(/user/hummalong)

[new]


hummalong (/user/hummalong) Jan 29 · 03:53:44 PM (/comments/1627100/65323465#comment_65323465)

12 Recommend

The failure of Air America was a big disappointment, because we on the left don’t have a persistent
voice in the newspaper business or on radio.  We don’t have rich people willing to lose millions to
make sure their message penetrates/permeates the American zeitgeist.  We have some rich
guys—Soros, Geffen, etc., but they don't seem to be willing to sink their cash into the cause when it
comes to media.  The Guardian’s model keeps them less prey to “ratings” or “clicks” and that’s what
we need. How can we convince someone to build this and get on basic cable and get it on the
radio, so if you’re flipping, you run across a confident voice telling you “they’re ripping you off” over
and over and over, except this time the ripoff artists are the Kochs-Trumps-Devos-Adelsons, etc.



(/user/Sher Watts Spooner)

[new]


Sher Watts Spooner (/user/Sher Watts Spooner)

Jan 29 · 03:54:00 PM (/comments/1627100/65323469#comment_65323469)

And if everyone in the Trump administration was fired for lying, the White and the EEOB would be
totally empty except for the leftover Trump merch.

She’ll always be Propaganda Barbie to me.
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(/user/DaveInMaine)

[new]


DaveInMaine (/user/DaveInMaine) Sher Watts Spooner

Jan 29 · 03:57:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65323547#comment_65323547)

12 Recommend

HIlarious!!!





(/user/Schtiq)

[new]


Schtiq (/user/Schtiq) Sher Watts Spooner

Jan 29 · 03:59:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65323588#comment_65323588)

9 Recommend

So realistic!





(/user/samanthab)

[new]


samanthab (/user/samanthab) Sher Watts Spooner

Jan 29 · 04:02:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65323655#comment_65323655)

1 Recommend

Jesus, I can’t believe a front pager is referring to a powerful woman as “Barbie".
Google “Third Wave Feminism” and try again. 





(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) samanthab

Jan 29 · 04:13:51 PM (/comments/1627100/65323841#comment_65323841)

10 Recommend

Oh, geez. I believe Bill Maher addressed this issue of lib’rul outrage over such
petty things.  Not even. This is not a “powerful woman.”  She is a ridiculous twit
who is a pathological liar, and defending a regime who is deliberately assailing
our Democracy.  And you want us to give her "feminist” respect? Google Bill and
try again. ���





(/user/CathyM)

[new]


CathyM (/user/CathyM) Jan 29 · 03:54:54 PM (/comments/1627100/65323489#comment_65323489)

She does look like she’s been going w/o sleep. Toddler in Chief needs his hand held… I wonder how
long before she snaps and says something un-soothing… and he totally dumps her? Because, you
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know — gratitude. No sympathy until she admits to her evil.



(/user/mimi9)

[new]


mimi9 (/user/mimi9) CathyM Jan 29 · 06:22:40 PM (/comments/1627100/65325787#comment_65325787)

0 Recommend

No sympathy ever.  She can go to confession and try to get God to forgive her but there’s
no reason we have to. 





(/user/KnotIookin)

[new]


KnotIookin (/user/KnotIookin) Jan 29 · 03:55:06 PM (/comments/1627100/65323494#comment_65323494)

12 Recommend

LOL OMG did she really say  tawk smack”.  

Poor Kelly… Neighborhood GURL lashin out because the Kewl kids STILL think she is a total twit

drive her crazy

find clever ways to remind her she never got asked to the Kewl kid parties and she never will.

Where is she from again?  



(/user/bnfenster)

[new]


bnfenster (/user/bnfenster) Jan 29 · 03:55:26 PM (/comments/1627100/65323502#comment_65323502)

13 Recommend

So Goldilocks Goebbels doesn’t like the treatment of Herr Drumpf in the press.  I’m surprised that
the press still allows her to appear, given that she has already established a reputation for lying at
very rapid pace. 



(/user/BOHICA)

[new]


BOHICA (/user/BOHICA) bnfenster

Jan 29 · 04:00:41 PM (/comments/1627100/65323621#comment_65323621)

10 Recommend

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Goldilocks Goebbels





(/user/AKALib)

[new]


AKALib (/user/AKALib) Jan 29 · 03:55:52 PM (/comments/1627100/65323510#comment_65323510)

20 Recommend

Let’s keep in mind that Kellyanne is the mouthpiece; the source is Bannon, Miller and the Trump
family. Maybe Russians too.

They are still sending smoke signals to the deplorable base.

They are a little surprised why the media is resisting their charms; they thought they had them
tamed during the election.

I wonder when we will start seeing hordes of Trump supporters with guns at these protests.



(/user/oceanview)

[new]


oceanview (/user/oceanview) AKALib

Jan 29 · 05:15:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65324766#comment_65324766)

1 Recommend

  Afraid that might very well happen in red areas. Florida airports.  North Carolina, Atlanta
Georgia,  Ohio, etc.





(/user/Schtiq)

[new]


Schtiq (/user/Schtiq) Jan 29 · 03:57:17 PM (/comments/1627100/65323536#comment_65323536)

7 Recommend

Ah, not rocket science. A well-paid shill earning her keep — afterward downing cocktails while
being heaped with praise. What’s not to like?



[new]
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(/user/annieli) annieli (/user/annieli) Jan 29 · 03:57:26 PM (/comments/1627100/65323540#comment_65323540)

13 Recommend

Kellyanne is a touchy one herself. Hides it better
than POTUS, though. Those two, a match made in
heaven.

— Rogue POTUS Staff (@RoguePOTUSStaff) January
26, 2017 (https://twitter.com/RoguePOTUSStaff
/status/824752368298422275)



(/user/jaywillie)

[new]


jaywillie (/user/jaywillie) Jan 29 · 03:57:37 PM (/comments/1627100/65323546#comment_65323546)

13 Recommend

Resign, Kellyanne. You are out of your depth.

But we’ll probably just throw you out with the garbage you came in with, when the time comes.



(/user/TJoz)

[new]


TJoz (/user/TJoz) Jan 29 · 03:59:11 PM (/comments/1627100/65323577#comment_65323577)

9 Recommend

Propaganda Barbie’s as nuts as her unhinged, unstable boss. 



(/user/annieli)

[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) Jan 29 · 03:59:14 PM (/comments/1627100/65323580#comment_65323580)

11 Recommend

Somebody with aptitude and conviction should buy
the FAKE NEWS and failing @nytimes
(https://twitter.com/nytimes) and either run it
correctly or let it fold with dignity!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) January 29,
2017 (https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status
/825690087857995776)



(/user/jaywillie)

[new]


jaywillie (/user/jaywillie) Jan 29 · 03:59:29 PM (/comments/1627100/65323587#comment_65323587)

19 Recommend

Our previous president, a reall all-American, legit president, faced unprecedented death threats,
racism, and obstruction. Every hear him whine about it?

I miss having a real president.



(/user/BOHICA)

[new]


BOHICA (/user/BOHICA) Jan 29 · 03:59:43 PM (/comments/1627100/65323597#comment_65323597)

9 Recommend

Shorter. Trump lies matter



(/user/aubrey mcfate)

[new]


aubrey mcfate (/user/aubrey mcfate) Jan 29 · 04:01:45 PM (/comments/1627100/65323636#comment_65323636)

11 Recommend

Let’s just keep pushing them, people, keep pushing.
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(/user/nilso)

[new]


nilso (/user/nilso) Jan 29 · 04:02:17 PM (/comments/1627100/65323649#comment_65323649)

9 Recommend

Gaping, seeping wounds? Hasn’t slept in a month??? Sounds delusional — will this be typical from
Trump’s evil team?



(/user/The Lone Apple)

[new]


The Lone Apple (/user/The Lone Apple) Jan 29 · 04:04:42 PM (/comments/1627100/65323684#comment_65323684)

7 Recommend

Kellyanne:

Shut up and listen.



(/user/CaliSista)

[new]


CaliSista (/user/CaliSista) Jan 29 · 04:04:48 PM (/comments/1627100/65323687#comment_65323687)

4 Recommend

I’m here every Sunday morning. I haven't slept in a month.

I’m shocked I tell you SHOCKED that Kellyanne Conjob is upset about not getting to sleep on
Sunday morning instead of missing out on Sunday School and church. Your children are going to
hell and it’s all your fault Ms. Fascist.Apologist.Omnipresent
Sickening.Creepy,Hitleresque.Woman.And.Religious.Zealot

Or was she signaling Russia with their flag.



(/user/RumsfeldResign)

[new]


RumsfeldResign (/user/RumsfeldResign) Jan 29 · 04:05:15 PM (/comments/1627100/65323693#comment_65323693)

5 Recommend

NEW WORD…. “to Conway”  (verb)

I’ll let you guys finish writing the definition…

discuss….



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) RumsfeldResign

Jan 29 · 04:08:28 PM (/comments/1627100/65323753#comment_65323753)

2 Recommend

😁😆 Works for me.  Now in the lexicon!! ��������������





(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) RumsfeldResign

Jan 29 · 05:03:07 PM (/comments/1627100/65324624#comment_65324624)

1 Recommend

Definition 1:To lie your face off and/or present alternative facts (as opposed to The Truth
and verifiable facts)..





(/user/oceanview)

[new]


oceanview (/user/oceanview) RumsfeldResign

Jan 29 · 05:20:55 PM (/comments/1627100/65324854#comment_65324854)

1 Recommend

 Gaslight and cover for the Narcissistic Personality  Disorder and Psychopath President.
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(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) RumsfeldResign

Jan 29 · 05:40:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65325141#comment_65325141)

0 Recommend

As in Raise a Glass of Santorum “to Conway” ?





(/user/RumsfeldResign)

[new]


RumsfeldResign (/user/RumsfeldResign) RumsfeldResign

Jan 29 · 06:16:15 PM (/comments/1627100/65325683#comment_65325683)

0 Recommend

found “Conway” in the Wiktionary as a proper noun, but not as a verb yet:

en.wiktionary.org/… (https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Conway)

dunno how to add our new meaning for “Conway”...but if anyone here knows how to add
an entry to the Wiktionary...go for it

CONWAY ( verb)   To brazenly make obviously false statements with easily disproven
incorrect “alternative facts” and clearly fallacious reasoning





(/user/rscottp)

[new]


rscottp (/user/rscottp) Jan 29 · 04:06:04 PM (/comments/1627100/65323709#comment_65323709)

5 Recommend

Kelly, fuck you! Go pound sand you immoral lying pile of scum!



(/user/jazr)

[new]


jazr (/user/jazr) Jan 29 · 04:06:09 PM (/comments/1627100/65323712#comment_65323712)

9 Recommend

This time last year KAC was working for Ted Cruz.



(/user/jayden)

[new]


jayden (/user/jayden) jazr Jan 29 · 06:17:59 PM (/comments/1627100/65325702#comment_65325702)

1 Recommend

And talking major smack about Trump. She’s a total sell-out which is probably easy to do
considering she doesn’t have morals, ethics, or conviction.





(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TRPChicago) Jan 29 · 04:06:30 PM (/comments/1627100/65323716#comment_65323716)

6 Recommend

We are inflicting — ah let’s see, what was it here? — “gaping, seeping wounds”?

We’re carrying your statements, Kellyanne! Not without comment, but then you don't refrain from
commenting on the, ah, “news” you deliver, either.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) Jan 29 · 04:07:35 PM (/comments/1627100/65323730#comment_65323730)

2 Recommend

Excellent take-down, LC.  Thank you.  I needed to see that. �����������������



(/user/chicating)

[new]


chicating (/user/chicating) Jan 29 · 04:09:19 PM (/comments/1627100/65323771#comment_65323771)

7 Recommend

Boo hoo. I don’t sleep either, because I’m scared of your boss, and I get paid a lot less than you.



(/user/david78209)

[new]


david78209 (/user/david78209) Jan 29 · 04:09:52 PM (/comments/1627100/65323777#comment_65323777)

Kellyanne, PLEASE name me!
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Who’s the first editorial -- the first blogger that will be left out that embarrassed his
or her outlet? We know all their names. I’m too polite to call them by name. But
they know who they are, and they’re all wondering, will I be the first to go?

Back when Richard Nixon’s “enemies list” leaked, it was considered a badge of honor to be on it. 
People who weren’t mentioned were deeply disappointed.  This, even more so. 

Please, Kellyanne, please remember me!



(/user/MaryCh)

[new]


MaryCh (/user/MaryCh) Jan 29 · 04:13:41 PM (/comments/1627100/65323837#comment_65323837)

2 Recommend

Well, Fox juggled their lineup, axing Trump critic George Will.  Isn’t that some consolation to the
Kellster?



(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) MaryCh

Jan 29 · 05:44:03 PM (/comments/1627100/65325203#comment_65325203)

1 Recommend

Couldnt’a happened to a nicer guy!  Good for George.  Even Reagan’s Lap Dog has his
limit.





(/user/msmich)

[new]


msmich (/user/msmich) Jan 29 · 04:15:11 PM (/comments/1627100/65323870#comment_65323870)

2 Recommend

Theses fascists believe that we should fall in line with them because . . . why? The King of Orange
lost the election. They have overreached. Trump needs to be impeached, and this propaganda
person needs to go away. 



(/user/jaywillie)

[new]


jaywillie (/user/jaywillie) Jan 29 · 04:16:56 PM (/comments/1627100/65323895#comment_65323895)

5 Recommend

What you are describing, Kellyanne, is your soul—what’s left of it—dying.



(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Jan 29 · 04:18:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65323910#comment_65323910)

1 Recommend

KAC says it to intimidate and because she can get away with it.



(/user/madcow19)

[new]


madcow19 (/user/madcow19) Jan 29 · 04:19:39 PM (/comments/1627100/65323932#comment_65323932)

11 Recommend

The network news stations should have stopped inviting her to speak on Sunday mornings,
especially after her "alternative facts” comment last week.    She lies and does not belong on a
news show.  



(/user/buford2)

[new]


buford2 (/user/buford2) Jan 29 · 04:24:01 PM (/comments/1627100/65324002#comment_65324002)

1 Recommend

I had been reading about the Succubi and Inccubi and had been comparing them to Kellyanne, and
the other women mouth piece...As I read more about these biblical demons, I saw that I was
completely wrong about the Succubi...they are way nicer than Kellyanne...



(/user/Darmok)

[new]


Darmok (/user/Darmok) Jan 29 · 04:24:05 PM (/comments/1627100/65324005#comment_65324005)

i love the photo where someone is pointing the gaping and seeping wound where Conway’s
conscience and moral compass used to be.
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I would not be surprised if we see these people on trial at some point in the near future.  It’s like
the ghosts of Nixon’s Administration found homes in the souls of these apparently soulless
individuals.



(/user/jakebob)

[new]


jakebob (/user/jakebob) Darmok

Jan 29 · 05:48:23 PM (/comments/1627100/65325286#comment_65325286)

2 Recommend

Naaaah, you know the (real) law. Steal a bicycle, do 10 years. Steal a billion, get a 6-month
vacation and a book contract. Trash the Constitution, unlimited speaking engagements,
“How I done it MY WAY”.





(/user/DocGlenn90)

[new]


DocGlenn90 (/user/DocGlenn90) Jan 29 · 04:26:00 PM (/comments/1627100/65324024#comment_65324024)

3 Recommend

A pure propagandist, the Leni Riefenstahl of the Trump administration.



(/user/Crashing Vor)

[new]


Crashing Vor (/user/Crashing Vor) DocGlenn90

Jan 29 · 04:28:59 PM (/comments/1627100/65324073#comment_65324073)

3 Recommend

With none of the actual, you know, talent.





(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) DocGlenn90

Jan 29 · 05:16:33 PM (/comments/1627100/65324787#comment_65324787)

1 Recommend
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at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).





(/user/Apprenticegeezer)

[new]


Apprenticegeezer (/user/Apprenticegeezer) Jan 29 · 04:26:03 PM (/comments/1627100/65324025#comment_65324025)

3 Recommend

Poor, poor Kellyanne. She could resign and find another less stressful line of work. She doesn’t like
criticism and the rest of the world, Trumpworld excepted, doesn’t much care for lies.



(/user/PragMANtic)

[new]


PragMANtic (/user/PragMANtic) Jan 29 · 04:27:25 PM (/comments/1627100/65324049#comment_65324049)

Seriously folks,  I recall Rush Limguy, just during the Clinton administration, do a count up of the
number of days the country was under siege/tyranny etc as part of each show (and sometimes to
begin each of 3 segments).  8 f*ckin years. Probably 1,200 broadcasts...to truckers, farmers, all
those people voting for Bush and now Trump.

It was a drip, drip, drip of accusations, lies, memes that eventually wove its way into the fabric of
Republican thought. It would seem, as I do go to some right wing Baptist services on occasion, that
event the preachers know this. That by annoyingly repeating the same theme over and over during
a rant/sermon until the dazed come to the front, people will believe anything.

Right minded people cannot just point out the hypocrisy, lying and obfuscation of this
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3 Recommend

administration.  Pick a meme a week and repeat it at the end of any  point like above.  For example:
 “It is a Muslim ban… and has Trump showed his taxes ?”,  “Bannon wrote the Holocaust and has
trump showed his taxes ?” And cycle these memes frequently. “And after a petition of how many
names, he still hasn’t released his taxes ? Hillary should have been this good with her server as
Donald hiding his taxes!  She’d have been President and KAC would not have to worry about being
groped and Donald would not have to show his taxes.”

To make KAC disappear and we finally move to impeachment, the relentless repetition, over and
over of the truths that should be self evident should not disappear !  

There you go...how many times was impeachment mentioned in the last 4 years?



(/user/Crashing Vor)

[new]


Crashing Vor (/user/Crashing Vor) Jan 29 · 04:28:02 PM (/comments/1627100/65324059#comment_65324059)

4 Recommend

Hey, Ms. Conjob:

I made this. Should I fire myself?

Crazy People 2



(/user/oceanview)

[new]


oceanview (/user/oceanview) Crashing Vor

Jan 29 · 05:35:00 PM (/comments/1627100/65325052#comment_65325052)

1 Recommend

    I like it.





(/user/rsunde)

[new]


rsunde (/user/rsunde) Crashing Vor

Jan 29 · 05:41:06 PM (/comments/1627100/65325153#comment_65325153)

1 Recommend

You never disappoint.





(/user/cyberguy27)

[new]


cyberguy27 (/user/cyberguy27) Jan 29 · 04:28:27 PM (/comments/1627100/65324062#comment_65324062)

2 Recommend

There is not debate to be had with the Right. I do not debate with anyone who votes GOP anymore.
I come from the position that everything they say is a lie and every link they provide is fake news.
We must do the same to this administration that everything they say is a lie. They’ve all earned it.



(/user/Simple Mind)

[new]


Simple Mind (/user/Simple Mind) Jan 29 · 04:29:36 PM (/comments/1627100/65324081#comment_65324081)

2 Recommend

This? - from the “we are entitled to present alternative facts” lady?  So, unless you present their
version of alternative fact, you get fired?  In which case, she and the Popular Vote Loser aren’t
presenting alternative facts anymore, they are presenting the only facts, as defined by themselves. 
Okay, that felt good, but let’s face it.  Conway is just a distraction.  She is obviously being
deliberately arrogant, cruel and dismissive as a way to impress her boss.  Its not meant for us —
Conway’s snarling is meant to be read by the Grand Cheeto himself so he’ll like her again after she
screwed up big time with the “alternative facts” debacle.  So Conway is just that — a distraction. 
She’s fun to make fun of but we should be focusing on the Republicans in Congress, forcing them
to commit, make a statement, admit that the Popular Vote Loser is their guy.  Don’t let them hide.
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(/user/tossthedice)

[new]


tossthedice (/user/tossthedice) Jan 29 · 04:30:49 PM (/comments/1627100/65324101#comment_65324101)

2 Recommend

For the author -- I noticed a couple typos. It should be "non-Ivankkka" and "KKKellyanne Conway".
Thanks.



(/user/AKALib)

[new]


AKALib (/user/AKALib) Jan 29 · 04:32:11 PM (/comments/1627100/65324122#comment_65324122)

9 Recommend

I have not noticed cable news discussing much about how this EO is illegal as it violates laws
written by Congress in 1952 and 1965. thehill.com/… (http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-
room/news/316666-immigration-analyst-trump-refugee-ban-is-illegal)

Nor discussion on how a fringe web-site operator can now dictate EOs and their interpretations.
And who is now a full member of the NSC.

The media needs to put the spotlight on Bannon. And perhaps Miller and Kushner.



(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) AKALib Jan 29 · 04:57:18 PM (/comments/1627100/65324524#comment_65324524)

3 Recommend

It was, and have always been Bannon. I despise that guy.




(/user/gottacleanbasement)

[new]


gottacleanbasement (/user/gottacleanbase Xonic

Jan 29 · 06:03:34 PM (/comments/1627100/65325512#comment_65325512)

0 Recommend

Hi, Xonic — When you have a moment, please let me know the significance of the
open safety pin vs the closed safety pin. Thanks!

GCB

... 



(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) gottacleanbasement

Jan 29 · 06:15:04 PM (/comments/1627100/65325667#comment_65325667)

0 Recommend

Not sure what you mean, but I liked the pic, and the open one can sting,
like a FU to those that oppose solidarity kinda? As a double meaning it’s
“open” as in not condemning. Make sense?

The Safety pin movement: www.uumassaction.org/...
(http://www.uumassaction.org/the-safety-pin-movement/)





(/user/gottacleanbasement)

[new]


gottacleanbasement (/user/gott Xonic

Jan 29 · 06:22:57 PM (/comments/1627100/65325792#comment_65325792)

1 Recommend

Thanks, makes sense.

... 



(/user/gfre)

[new]


gfre (/user/gfre) Jan 29 · 04:32:43 PM (/comments/1627100/65324128#comment_65324128)

9 Recommend

#kellyanneneedsanap



(/user/nancyjones)

[new]


nancyjones (/user/nancyjones) gfre

Jan 29 · 04:59:30 PM (/comments/1627100/65324569#comment_65324569)

2 Recommend

Hahahahahahahaha!!!
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(/user/Aquest)

[new]


Aquest (/user/Aquest) Jan 29 · 04:35:19 PM (/comments/1627100/65324171#comment_65324171)

0 Recommend

To me, she looks and acts like someone who has been married to Monty Burns for way too long.



(/user/Therese58)

[new]


Therese58 (/user/Therese58) Jan 29 · 04:36:12 PM (/comments/1627100/65324189#comment_65324189)

5 Recommend

I must say I feel sorry for her children who will grow up and have to live with her role in this train
wreck of a constitutional crisis.



(/user/walkman666)

[new]


walkman666 (/user/walkman666) Jan 29 · 04:36:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65324196#comment_65324196)

3 Recommend

The response is, this is America. The companies that hire and publish news are responsible for
managing their staff. We do not value as a nation government persuasion of news media. The
press are accountable to their readers and to their news standards. Pressure from the government
that the press should be muted, changed or modified to appease the government is inconsistent
with the constitution and freedom of press. Just as conservatives demand a hands off approach to
business, the press needs and is legally afforded freedom from government intrusion. Ms.
Conways comments are clear pressure for the press to not criticize POTUS and his administration. 



(/user/Greenlamia80)

[new]


Greenlamia80 (/user/Greenlamia80) Jan 29 · 04:37:25 PM (/comments/1627100/65324208#comment_65324208)

3 Recommend

She knew what she was getting into when she joined this team, so I have difficulty mustering any
sympathy for her “plight”. The press is doing their job, you don’t fire people for doing their job. She
and her prima donna boss needs to grow up. 



(/user/AffordableHairAct)

[new]


AffordableHairAct (/user/AffordableHairAct) Jan 29 · 04:40:14 PM (/comments/1627100/65324252#comment_65324252)

6 Recommend

Of course you know what’s got these folks so riled up, right? They KNOW Obama was criticised and
maligned the second he took office. Mostly because they led the charge. They and Fox News,
Breitbart and the rest of what used to be the lunatic fringe.

The irony here is that Trump is being called out by LEGITIMATE news organizations, and the New
York Times as well...and they KNOW it.

After spending 8 years trying to de-legitimize Obama using the most illegitimate tools imaginable,
it’s quite another thing to be schooled by varying degrees of legitimacy.

The ONLY play they have is to attempt to shut everyone down 



(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) AffordableHairAct

Jan 29 · 04:55:40 PM (/comments/1627100/65324500#comment_65324500)

1 Recommend

And they’re trying to do just that. Resist.





(/user/TraderVance)

[new]


TraderVance (/user/TraderVance) Jan 29 · 04:41:16 PM (/comments/1627100/65324277#comment_65324277)

3 Recommend

Poor Kellyanne is turning to dust in front of  our eyes.
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(/user/scamperdo)

[new]


scamperdo (/user/scamperdo) Jan 29 · 04:41:34 PM (/comments/1627100/65324279#comment_65324279)

7 Recommend

I’m a child of Watergate who remembers well Nixon’s paranoid ravings that the press hated him.
Never thought I’d live to see a president MORE thin-skinned that Tricky Dicky like Trump and his
corrupt brigade sure have.

The press let Trump skate for so long, he really bought into the myth he had them all dominated.



(/user/Major Kong)

[new]


Major Kong (/user/Major Kong) Jan 29 · 04:41:45 PM (/comments/1627100/65324283#comment_65324283)

5 Recommend

“I’m here every Sunday morning. I haven't slept in a month.”

Either she’s not human (I’ll accept that possibility) or she’s lying.

Trust me on this one. Flying night freight has made me a bit of an expert on sleep deprivation. A
human being cannot survive for a month without sleep.



(/user/wstockwin)

[new]


wstockwin (/user/wstockwin) Jan 29 · 04:42:12 PM (/comments/1627100/65324289#comment_65324289)

4 Recommend

Harry Truman’s advice is still good today: if you can’t take the heat, stay out of the kitchen. To
which I would add: especially if you lose the popular vote bigly.



(/user/bogmanoc)

[new]


bogmanoc (/user/bogmanoc) Jan 29 · 04:44:24 PM (/comments/1627100/65324327#comment_65324327)

2 Recommend

She’s pure evil.  Nothing less.  Because she’s smart enough to know the real effects of her BS.



(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) Jan 29 · 04:54:21 PM (/comments/1627100/65324484#comment_65324484)

2 Recommend

Not getting any sleep? We can clearly see that on all of them..



(/user/evrgreen)

[new]


evrgreen (/user/evrgreen) Jan 29 · 04:54:59 PM (/comments/1627100/65324492#comment_65324492)

2 Recommend

Ha, ha, ha, ha!

The Witch can kiss my butt.

No wait. She cannot.

I am far too good for that.

She can kiss Bannon’s butt.



(/user/nancyjones)

[new]


nancyjones (/user/nancyjones) Jan 29 · 04:58:00 PM (/comments/1627100/65324536#comment_65324536)

5 Recommend

I’m here every Sunday morning. I haven't slept in a month.

Sounds like boundary issues to me.



(/user/defndr)

[new]


defndr (/user/defndr) Jan 29 · 05:04:32 PM (/comments/1627100/65324641#comment_65324641)

1 Recommend

Does she have SS protection?
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(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Jan 29 · 05:04:36 PM (/comments/1627100/65324643#comment_65324643)

3 Recommend

The woman is psychotic. Literally psychotic. By her very own standard, she should have been fired
long ago, for being a blatant liar and shit-stirrer. I suspect that she literally doesn’t get the irony
here.



(/user/Rohee)

[new]


Rohee (/user/Rohee) Jan 29 · 05:10:20 PM (/comments/1627100/65324714#comment_65324714)

2 Recommend

“And yet we deal with him every single day. We turn the other cheek. If you are part of team Trump,
you walk around with these gaping, seeping wounds every single day, and that's fine.”  Time to
retire...wouldn’t want her walking around looking like that!  Imagine years of trying to keep up with
her god.  It’s not going to be pretty.



(/user/LLPete)

[new]


LLPete (/user/LLPete) Jan 29 · 05:10:49 PM (/comments/1627100/65324718#comment_65324718)

3 Recommend

“If you are part of team Trump, you walk around with these gaping, seeping wounds every single
day, and that's fine.”

Those “gaping, seeping wounds,” Kellyanne, are pustules. The whole Trump team is infected. 



(/user/Geoff Alnutt)

[new]


Geoff Alnutt (/user/Geoff Alnutt) Jan 29 · 05:11:16 PM (/comments/1627100/65324724#comment_65324724)

1 Recommend

Bannon and Sessions want a religious war more than anything.  Bannon wants total destruction...a
clean start.  He is, of course, insane.



(/user/cambus74)

[new]


cambus74 (/user/cambus74) Jan 29 · 05:11:38 PM (/comments/1627100/65324728#comment_65324728)

3 Recommend

Maybe Maddow will put pressure on MSNBC to stop running the Conway is such a nice person
promo now…  Dropping the Greta promo would be another good idea..



(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) Jan 29 · 05:39:40 PM (/comments/1627100/65325124#comment_65325124)

6 Recommend

 If you are part of team Trump, you walk around with these gaping, seeping
wounds every single day, and that's fine. I believe in a full and fair press.  

This on the same day that she declares detaining innocent people “is a small price to pay.”  It never
ceases to amaze how soliticious conservatives are of their own suffering and how indifferent they
are to that of others.



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) liberalprof

Jan 29 · 06:12:55 PM (/comments/1627100/65325640#comment_65325640)

2 Recommend

How about all the people with actual gaping, seeping wounds (and every other medical
condition) who won’t get health care because of the machinations of “Team Trump”?

My God, she’s almost as much of a narcissist as Dolt 45.





(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) anon004

Jan 29 · 06:24:58 PM (/comments/1627100/65325819#comment_65325819)

0 Recommend

Them too.  Like Dolt 45, btw.  My nom du jour is “the yam.”





[new]
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(/user/BJT) BJT (/user/BJT) Jan 29 · 05:40:51 PM (/comments/1627100/65325148#comment_65325148)

2 Recommend

I’ve never used this word before in my life but this woman is “cray”. She is the female version of
Trump.

I was just reading an article online about the people in Venezuela who used to march in large
protests against Hugo Chavez, who ignored it all and became a dictator there. The article also
mentions and quotes Conway. The similarities of what happened there to what is happening here
are quite chilling. Chavez went after the press the same way Conway and Trump are doing now.



(/user/Milkmaid)

[new]


Milkmaid (/user/Milkmaid) Jan 29 · 05:44:46 PM (/comments/1627100/65325219#comment_65325219)

2 Recommend

She has sleep deprivation. She needs to get out before her marriage and children suffer. She's
already lost her credibility and dignity. I wonder if she can be disbarred.



(/user/Brentspeak)

[new]


Brentspeak (/user/Brentspeak) Jan 29 · 05:51:59 PM (/comments/1627100/65325342#comment_65325342)

1 Recommend

Baghdad Barbie.



(/user/kmom4kids)

[new]


kmom4kids (/user/kmom4kids) Jan 29 · 06:05:34 PM (/comments/1627100/65325544#comment_65325544)

1 Recommend

So many complaints in so short a time.  We,the people feel so many in this administration should
be fired or never appointed.  They never heard the saying,”sticks & stones may break my bones but
words won't hurt me”.  Of course she would  have to comprehend the meaning of the saying which
I think would be impossible for her to do.  She speaks from the bully pulpit.  



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) Jan 29 · 06:09:04 PM (/comments/1627100/65325593#comment_65325593)

1 Recommend

Not one network person has been let go. Not one silly political analyst and pundit
who talked smack all day long about Donald Trump has been let go. They are on
panels every Sunday. They’re on cable news every day.  

Substitute “Barack Obama” for “Donald Trump” and let’s see how much it kept you awake at
night that analysts and pundits were “talking smack” about the President for eight years.  Hell, Teh
Pussy Grabber loudly joined the chorus.

Suck it up, buttercup.  You’re in the big leagues now.  And there’s no crying in baseball.



(/user/George Global)

[new]


George Global (/user/George Global) Jan 29 · 06:14:35 PM (/comments/1627100/65325659#comment_65325659)

1 Recommend

Smellyanne Conway: The Wicked Witch of the West Wing!!!



(/user/piemann42)

[new]


piemann42 (/user/piemann42) Jan 29 · 06:23:30 PM (/comments/1627100/65325802#comment_65325802)

0 Recommend

I have been saying she looks like the guy from Tales From the Crypt
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